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Execut ive Summary 
Project Purposes 

 In October of 2003, the Falmouth Town Council adopted a resolution directing the Compre-
hensive Plan Advisory Committee (CPAC) to undertake a town-wide study of compact development 
as a continuation of a larger residential master planning process set forth in Comprehensive Plan 
2000. The Council further directed that the first step in the study should be a solicitation of citizen val-
ues on the issue. To that end, CPAC conducted a random telephone survey of Falmouth households 
that included questions on their views about compact development. CPAC also explored whether 
knowing the pros and cons of different types of development would affect respondents’ views.  
Citizen Views  
 CPAC found that Falmouth residents are evenly split on whether the town should pursue 
compact development as a means to manage growth or continue the large-lot policies that support 
low-density suburbanization. But CPAC also discovered that views change as people learn more 
about the complex issue. This report is primarily intended to advise the Town Council on possible 
policy direction to implement the town’s Comprehensive Plan, but CPAC hopes that it will also help 
citizens explore the topic so that they can better evaluate their goals for the future of their town. 
Compact Development Models 

 Compact development can take many different forms. It can be primarily residential or mixed 
with institutional uses (e.g., schools, churches, nursing homes) and/or commercial development. Com-
pact neighborhoods are characterized by higher density, but the residential components can range 
from single family homes to high rise apartments and everything in between. CPAC considers the 
compact neighborhoods that already exist in Falmouth along the Foreside to provide the best models 
for evaluation and exploration of options for future compact growth in the community. 
Addressing the Impacts of Compact Developments 

 Whatever form compact development takes in Falmouth, it will be highly scrutinized by citi-
zens both in terms of the general impacts on the town and the specific impacts on existing neighbor-
hoods. CPAC determined to address those concerns head on in the study, and this report is organized 
accordingly. After reviewing the views of citizens as expressed in various survey information, the sec-
ond section deals with the town wide implications of compact development in light of the values and 
goals of citizens set forth in the Comprehensive Plan. The consultant and staff developed selection 
criteria based on both the feasibility and the appropriateness of compact development in light of citi-
zen values and goals. 
Criteria for Selecting Compact Development Locations 

 Feasibility for compact development is based on the availability of public sewer and public 
water and having adequate road network capacity to accommodate increases in traffic. Appropriate-
ness for compact development is measured in the report according to the impacts on natural, scenic, 
and open space resources identified in the Open Space Plan, and per proximity to town activity centers 
identified in the Bicycle & Pedestrian Master Plan. 

  Recognizing that citizen values and goals expressed in the Comprehensive Plan and surveys 
are generalized and inadequate to forming specific public policy on growth management issues, this 
report presents a range of options for the Council to consider in terms of appropriate locations for 
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compact development. Depending on the Council’s analysis, the town could either take a permissive 
or even promotional approach to compact development in the future, or it could determine that a con-
servative or even restrictive policy response is warranted.  

 Using the selection criteria for feasibility, CPAC has determined that numerous properties 
throughout the eastern half of the town could be considered for some form of compact development. 
Of the parcels that are feasible, the number that are appropriate, however, will depend heavily on the 
approach taken by the Council in setting a policy course. A permissive approach based on the values 
and goals of the Comprehensive Plan would indicate that most of the feasible properties (as many as 
175) could be considered appropriate. The most restrictive approach to provisions for compact devel-
opment would eliminate most of the feasible parcels (leaving as few as 50). 
Caution on Interpreting the Results 

 As with the previously stated caveat on the weight that should be placed on input collected 
through citizen surveys, a similar and more emphatic caution is raised in interpreting the selection cri-
teria results. The analysis used in this study is very generalized, and none of the properties identified 
on the maps have been investigated to determine if the town’s generalized data is accurate. That gen-
eralized data is suited for studies that describe general conditions in various areas of town, but it is in-
adequate to determine actual conditions on the ground on any given property. The information is well 
suited toward evaluation and formulation of long-range policies, but it should not be used to deter-
mine whether specific properties would be developable or un-developable under those policies.  
Critical Elements—Design and Traffic Impacts 

 Regardless of the scale and scope  of compact development that is pursued as a growth man-
agement program, the localized impacts on neighborhoods and roads will need to be addressed in any 
policy changes. CPAC believes that the design of compact development projects can and must ad-
dress localized impacts to protect existing neighborhoods and to provide a positive context for pursu-
ing compact development. Another critical consideration is the localized effect of added traffic that 
will be generated by future development, whether it occurs as a result of conventional subdivisions or 
compact neighborhoods. Although traffic congestion will be a problem with any growth management 
program, attempts to concentrate development in limited areas will face greater challenges. 
Maintaining Density Neutrality 

 Finally, CPAC continues to assert that any policy taken on compact development should 
maintain density neutrality to accomplish the Comprehensive Plan goals and to satisfy citizen expec-
tations. Increasing development density in some areas of the community must be offset by reducing 
density in other locations. Changing the currently allowed densities in any location will be questioned 
and/or challenged by residents of the affected areas. This report seeks to help policy makers and con-
cerned citizens evaluate the implications of compact development as a growth management option 
both for area residents and for the town as a whole. 
Report Recommendations 

 Based on the research, CPAC recommends seven ideas as a basis for pursuing a compact de-
velopment program for Falmouth: 

1. Use the compact development screening criteria of this report to determine “consistency 
with the Comprehensive Plan” for the current compact development mechanisms of the 
Zoning Ordinance. 
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2. Consider additional forms of and locations for compact development zoning based on the 
screening criteria of recommendation #1. 

3. Adopt a unified ordinance for compact development to deal comprehensively and specifi-
cally with the special requirements of this development form. 

4. Develop and apply general and specific design guidelines for all compact developments.  

5. Conduct a design workshop with stakeholders as the first step in the process of rezoning 
and/or approval for a compact development project. 

6. Commission a study of the road network to determine carrying capacity and to identify spe-
cific limiting segments and intersections. 

7. Attach a density transfer fee to all extra housing units allowed over the base zoning density 
to maintain overall density neutrality. 
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Pro ject  Purpose  
 
 In July of 2003, the Falmouth Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee (CPAC) pre-
sented a draft Future Land Use Plan for central Falmouth to the Town Council for consideration.  
This draft plan was developed after an eighteen month residential master planning process, the first 
of several recommended in Comprehensive Plan 2000 (See Fig. 1).  The Woodville and Falmouth 
Center areas were chosen for the first project because the availability of public water and sewer 
provided the most growth management options, and because those areas had experienced and were 
experiencing significant development pressure. 
 The Comprehensive Plan recognized that unless growth management policies changed, 
developers would continue to build out the town following the pattern of low-density, single fam-
ily subdivisions called for by the town’s earliest Comprehensive Plan and a zoning framework that 
was enacted in the early 1960s. The current plan directed CPAC to explore growth management 
alternatives and to conduct an extensive public participation process involving residents of the area 
that would be affected by possible policy changes. 

 Based on the direction given by the Comprehensive Plan, CPAC worked with scores of 
residents from the study area and participants from other areas of town to develop a draft growth 
management plan.  CPAC commissioned a build out analysis showing what the area would look 
like after the next 700 or more homes allowed by current zoning were added. Participants in the 
study then evaluated the pros and cons of conventional large lot zoning, conservation zoning, 
country estates, compact neighborhoods, and preservation. The input solicited through that plan-
ning process led CPAC to recommend that conservation zoning and country estates be applied as a 
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new zoning paradigm, and that selected locations in the study area be zoned for higher density, 
compact neighborhoods. CPAC also recommended that some type of development rights transfer 
system be considered that would preserve other properties within the study area as permanent open 
space, thereby maintaining an overall neutral density of development within the study area.  
 Both the proposal for higher density neighborhoods and the idea that certain parcels should 
be preserved from development were challenged during public hearings on the draft Future Land 
Use Plan. In response to public concerns, the Town Council adopted a resolution in October of 
2003 directing CPAC to study the issues of  developing compact neighborhoods and preserving 
open space on a town-wide basis, as opposed to looking at the study area in isolation.  The Council 
also directed CPAC to “solicit citizen opinions” as the first step in the planning process for these 
projects. This report documents the outcomes of CPAC’s exploration of compact development on 
a town-wide basis.  

Cit izen Values in  2000  
  
Citizen Attitudes Toward General Growth Issues 

 Comprehensive Plan 2000 included two town-wide citizen attitude surveys distributed by 
mail.  The first contained questions about citizen values and concerns about growth in the commu-
nity.  The second survey presented different ideas for policies to address those values and concerns 
and asked for public reaction. In October and November of 1999, CPAC distributed a citizen sur-
vey to each household in town.  Of the 3900 residences that received the survey, 1200 responded 
for a 31% response rate. Preserving open space and managing residential growth were top priori-
ties for Falmouth residents. The highest level of consensus was expressed for setting housing den-
sities based on environmental suitability of the land (85%). Eighty-four percent of respondents 
want the town to guide development away from areas of natural, scenic, or open space value.  
 More than three quarters (77%) listed open space and natural areas as important reasons for 
living in Falmouth. The next strongest level of support focused on cluster development, with two-
thirds of survey respondents supporting clustering to keep portions of project sites as open space. 
That same level of support was expressed for preserving natural areas for passive recreational pur-
suits (66%) and for purchasing important open space areas (66%). 
 A significant segment of Falmouth’s population believed that the town should protect im-
portant areas even if it restricted landowner use (64%), and nearly half felt that the town should 
direct growth to appropriate locations. 
Citizen Attitudes Toward Specific Growth Patterns (Fig. 2 & 3) 

 The surveys circulated in the last Comprehensive Plan update explored relatively specific 
ideas for the types of development preferred by individuals and by the town as a whole. CPAC asked 
citizens what types of neighborhoods they would like to live in and what types of neighborhoods they 
thought were best for the town. Interestingly, only 17 % of Falmouth residents prefer to live in dis-
persed subdivisions, which now constitute about 90 % of all housing being built in Falmouth (Figure 
2).  

 The survey also asked citizens to identify housing types that are good for the town. Mixed 
housing densities and patterns were heavily favored (60%) along with compact growth next to areas 
served by public utilities (24%).  Only 10% thought that the current pattern of housing in dispersed 
subdivisions on private wells and septic systems was good for the town (Figure 3). 
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C i t izen Values in  2004 
 
To expand upon the input on citizen values collected in the 2000 Comprehensive Plan update as 
requested by the Council, CPAC commissioned a random telephone survey with questions about 
compact growth and other topics related to the draft Future Land Use Plan recommendations. With 
respect to compact development, the survey presented questions designed to solicit responses to the 
following policy questions: 

• Is there a preference for compact neighborhoods or large-lot subdivisions? 

• What are the factors that might affect views on these two development patterns? 

• Who should decide what patterns get built by developers? 

• Is there openness to rental housing and condominiums in town?   

The results of the 2004 phone survey indicated that there is strong support in the community for the 
following policies: 

 
• Seven in ten residents (71%) support increasing the number of condominiums and 

townhouses in Falmouth, if they are included in compact neighborhoods. 
 
• Two in three residents (68%) support increasing the number of rental units in Falmouth, if 

they are included in compact neighborhoods. 
 
• A two-thirds majority (66%) of residents would oppose letting developers decide whether 

they would build large-lot developments or compact neighborhoods.  47% felt strongly that 
developers should not be making this decision. 

 
 The 2004 citizen survey also identified policies where people in the community are split 
in their opinions. Anticipating that there might be divergent views on whether Town policies 
should favor large lot zoning or compact neighborhoods, CPAC included questions that looked 
at the pros and cons of the two contrasting approaches to growth management: 
 
• Based on their initial opinions, residents are nearly evenly split on whether they would 

support (48%) or oppose (47%) requiring housing to be grouped into compact 
neighborhoods so that land could be set aside as open space. 

 
• Based on their initial opinions, residents are also evenly split on whether they would 

support (48%) or oppose (48%) requiring housing to be built on large lots of 2 acres or 
more. 

 
• Among those that initially supported grouping housing together on smaller lots to preserve 

open space or requiring large lots of 2 acres or more, the opinion of most changed 
depending on possible advantages or drawbacks to such development. 
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• Residents are split on whether the town should allow extra housing in some areas of town 
and use fees generated by this mechanism to purchase development rights in other areas of 
Falmouth. 

 
 The input collected in these citizen surveys led CPAC to believe that while people in 
town are concerned about the impacts of growth that will occur under the town’s current zoning 
framework, they are cautious about dramatically changing the framework of regulation.  They 
are quite open to greater provisions for multi-family housing, and they desire more diverse 
housing options and maintaining a small town atmosphere.  They also seem a little skeptical 
about “creative” mechanisms like transfers of development rights. Notwithstanding their 
caution and skepticism on some aspects of compact growth policies, Falmouth citizens seem 
strongly supportive of town efforts to take steps to plan for future growth and to direct it to 
areas that can most accommodate it with minimal impacts on the community. This citizen input 
led CPAC to take a rather cautious and conservative approach to exploring where compact 
development might be feasible and appropriate in Falmouth, and it strongly influenced the 
recommendations that are made in this report. 
 

Goals  for   
Compact  Development  

 
 Compact, higher-density, mixed-use neighborhoods provide one option for managing 
the impacts of growth in Falmouth. Building new housing on smaller lots in areas served by 
public water and sewer results in a more efficient use of land and can provide more diverse 
housing opportunities than the traditional pattern of spreading homes across the landscape on 
large lots with private wells and septic systems. Directing future growth to compact develop-
ment areas can also help preserve the rural character and open space of some parts of Falmouth. 
Finally, compact growth can enhance a sense of community by creating neighborhoods that are 
conducive to social interaction and providing opportunities to walk and bike to nearby ameni-
ties like schools, libraries, stores, and parks.  
 Compact development can take a number of different forms. It can be comprised solely 
of single family homes on small lots in traditional neighborhoods like those along lower Route 
1 near Mackworth Island. Small stores like Town Landing Market and churches like those on 
Route 88 can provide a mix of non-residential uses in keeping with the character of those 
neighborhoods. Multi-family housing like the condominium projects on the Foreside can fit 
well in compact areas and provide the advantages of common facilities and joint maintenance 
of properties. Demographics indicate that Falmouth’s population will continue to include a 
higher percentage of elderly residents, and the market demand for residential care facilities like 
Falmouth by the Sea and Oceanview could increase in the future. Compact neighborhoods with 
smaller homes and lots can also provide more affordable housing options for young families 
just starting out in the housing market. 
 Compact development can be proposed as larger projects that involve hundreds of hous-
ing units on large land tracts of undeveloped land. But it can also be composed of smaller in-fill 
projects on vacant lots within or near established neighborhoods. Whatever the scale or form of 
compact neighborhoods, there are significant impediments to their development in Falmouth. 
The limited availability and high cost of raw land makes it difficult to assemble parcels suitable 
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for higher density housing. The requirement of public water and sewer means that developers 
must capitalize the up-front costs of public utilities as opposed to letting lot owners install their 
own individual wells and septic systems. Compact neighborhoods usually require closed street 
drainage systems which also increase the costs of development above what can be accom-
plished in low-density subdivisions where open ditches and culverts are allowed. The cost effi-
ciencies of doing compact development may require that the town allow higher density in areas 
considered for compact growth options. The higher density provided in compact neighborhoods 
could, however, be offset by purchasing or transferring the development rights in other sections 
of town or even in the immediate vicinity. 
 Higher development density in areas designated for compact growth faces the added im-
pediment of neighborhood opposition from existing residents. In those areas, people may object 
to change in general and express particular concern for the real or perceived impacts of higher 
density developments. Those concerns will have to be met in the planning process, and CPAC 
believes they can be addressed through careful selection of locations for compact neighbor-
hoods and through careful design of new development. The following section of this report 
looks at selection criteria. A later section deals with design aspects of compact development. 
 

Select ion Cr i ter ia  for  
Compact  Development  

 
 To explore ways to achieve the goals of compact development while recognizing the 
significant challenges, CPAC asked its consultant and town staff to develop objective screening 
criteria to identify locations where compact development would be feasible, appropriate, and 
acceptable. The following analysis attempts to address the first two evaluative aspects of feasi-
bility and appropriateness. Based on the general guidance provided by the Comprehensive Plan 
and citizen input from surveys and public forums, the consultant proposed a set of “filters” 
through which compact development proposals should pass before they would be considered by 
the town. These screening criteria were designed to first identify the largest possible area of 
town that could be considered for compact growth and to then apply increasingly stringent cri-
teria to focus down on the most suitable areas. The process is not intended to identify specific 
parcels of land, but it does explore the effects of the proposed screening process on existing 
properties that generally meet or fail to meet the criteria. This analysis was done using readily 
available data from the Planning Office and some common understanding of the conditions of 
roads and utilities throughout the town. Field specific conditions and data could alter the results 
in a more detailed study of a specific development proposal. The assumptions  for this study 
will be stated along with the analysis. 
 The criteria used to identify areas for possible consideration as compact growth areas 
follow: 
 
1. Availability of Public Sewer Service 

2. Availability of Public Water Service 

3. Access to Major Arterial or Collector Roads 

4. Impact on Significant Natural Resources 

5. Impact on  Scenic & Open space Resources 

6. Proximity to Community Centers of Activity 
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 The first three selection criteria or filters deal with the issue of feasibility in terms of 
construction and traffic impacts. The latter three focus on appropriateness in terms of the im-
pacts on community resources and accessibility to community centers. By applying these selec-
tion criteria, we can objectively evaluate where the town should consider compact development 
proposals that would be in keeping with the comprehensive planning criteria that have been 
adopted by the town. 
 The goal of this study is to develop screening criteria that can be used to objectively 
evaluate locations for future compact growth. Identifying specific land tracts or individual prop-
erties to designate for compact growth projects is not a goal. To explore the effects of the 
screening criteria, however, we have taken general data on Falmouth properties and applied the 
screening criteria to see the results on a town-wide basis. By showing the effects of the filtering 
on individual properties, we can better understand and evaluate the screening criteria to see if 
they are appropriate and workable. Hopefully, the criteria will benefit both the process of decid-
ing whether to add more compact growth options to the ordinances and for reviewing develop-
ment proposals brought forward under the existing Zoning Ordinance.  

FALMOUTH COMPACT DEVELOPMENT STUDY    March 2005 
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1. Availability of Public Sewer Service 
 In the early 1970s, the town received federal funding to construct a sewage treatment plant on 
Clearwater Drive off U.S. Route One. A series of sewer pumping stations and force mains were in-
stalled to carry wastewater from the densely developed areas of the Foreside and the commercial areas 
along Route One to the sewage treatment facility. In the mid to late 1970s, a series of condominium 
projects took advantage of the new infrastructure to create several high quality, high-density, housing 
projects that added greatly to the housing mix in Falmouth. 

 In the 1980s and 1990s, a series of expansions to the sewer system were made, primarily by 
private developers. As an extension of the original goal of cleaning up  environmental hazards, the 
town extended sewers to the Pleasant Hill area. Subsequently, developers made further extensions to 
upper Route One, to the Woodlands Country Club, and over to former Exit 10 of the Maine Turnpike. 
More recently the town extended sewer service to West Falmouth Corner, and last year the Falmouth 
Country Club ran a line along Winn Road to replace their failing community septic system. 

 The experience of these expansions indicates that sewer lines can be extended over great dis-
tances to serve existing neighborhoods with septic problems or for new development. Experience also 
indicates, however, that long-distance extensions are extremely expensive and require higher develop-
ment density, taxpayer subsidies, or both. From a feasibility standpoint, CPAC considered that future 
compact development on vacant land adjacent to the existing sewer system or within short striking 
distances would be a logical criterion for evaluating where compact growth projects could and should 
be located. For the purposes of this analysis, lands within 1500 feet of an existing sewer line (yellow) 
were considered most feasible. Sewers could also be readily extended along an existing road for short 
distances such as 2000 (dark green) or 4000 (light green) feet.  

 Using this single criterion, it appears that compact development would be feasible in at least 
half of the town. 

MAP 1—Compact Development Feasibility Based on Public Sewer Service 

Map 1—The public sewer system currently serves about a third of the town’s land area.  Minor extensions could 
expand coverage to about half of the town. 
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2. Availability of Public Water Service 
 Public water is another infrastructure requirement for compact development. Currently, the 
Portland Water District (PWD) services about one-half to two-thirds of all Falmouth households. The 
town’s Subdivision Ordinance requires all new single-family subdivisions to be serviced by public 
water if such service is “feasible.” One of the problems with the low-density development that has 
been occurring in Falmouth is that the cost feasibility of public water extensions is reduced when 
small single-family subdivisions are proposed within relatively short striking distances of public water 
lines. In a recent project on Longwoods Road, developers convinced the Planning Board that an ex-
tension of 700 feet along Longwoods Road to serve a 7-lot subdivision was not feasible. 

 Public water lines are generally more cost-effective than public sewers. Water lines can follow 
the topography at depths just below the frost line. Gravity sewer lines must go deeper due to the flush-
ing process by which they operate. Falmouth’s rolling topography and single treatment plant typically 
require multiple pumping stations that increase line construction and effluent transport costs. Water 
lines, by contrast, are mostly affected by the presence or absence of ledge that must be blasted for wa-
ter line trenches. Another limitation is the topographic elevation and the ability of the Portland Water 
District to maintain adequate water pressure within the system to serve higher elevation properties, 
high volume users, and fire fighting hydrant needs. 

 The PWD does not generally finance construction of public water lines to serve new develop-
ment, therefore developers must bear the full costs of extensions. For the purpose of this analysis, 
CPAC chose to consider the same rule of thumb for public water service areas as for public sewers. 
Land within 1500 feet of an existing sewer line is most feasible for compact developments that need 
public water. Extensions along existing roads of 2000 or 4000 feet would likely be less feasible but 
doable if compact development densities were involved. 

MAP 2—Compact Development Feasibility Based on Public Water Service 

Map 2—The Portland Water District provides public water service to about half of the town.  Minor extensions 
could expand coverage to about two-thirds of the community. 
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3. Access to Major Arterials or Collectors  
 A national survey conducted by the National Association of Realtors and the National Asso-
ciation of Homebuilders queried homeowners about things that were most important to them in select-
ing new housing. When asked the 16 most important aspects of a home and its location, the second 
most important quality was “less traffic in neighborhood” (60%). Locally, homeowner concern with 
traffic is the most frequent objection to development proposals in general, and it is particularly raised 
as an issue by opponents of multi-family housing or other types of higher-density development. 

 From a traffic engineering standpoint, most of the development that occurs in a small suburb 
like Falmouth does not even register on the evaluation scales used to determine traffic safety condi-
tions. The biggest concerns are typically focused on the efficiency of existing intersections and the 
sight distances provided for road entrances to new development. Notwithstanding the quality of life 
concerns of residents, most roads in Falmouth are designed to safely carry far more traffic than they 
currently experience. This is particularly the case for major arterials and collectors in town. 

 CPAC believes that compact development could be best accommodated along the major road 
corridors based on a tier system of favorability. Locations with direct access to the major arterials of 
Route One and Route 100 would be the most suitable (dark green). The next most suitable locations 
would be along the numbered minor arterials/major collectors of Routes 9 and 88 (light green). The 
third tier (yellow) are the other major collectors of Allen Ave. Ext., Middle Road, Woods Road, 
Woodville Road, Winn Road, Leighton Road, Mountain Road, Brook Road, Blackstrap Road and 
Babbidge Road. These roadways are designed for higher traffic volumes and are the most suitable 
roadways to service compact development. There may be site-specific limitations at various intersec-
tions and segments, but as a general rule, they help define the largest area of the community that could 
be considered for compact development. 

MAP 3—Compact Development Feasibility Based on Road Capacities 

Map 3—Falmouth’s major roads help define the most suitable locations for compact growth. A tiered system 
could help determine the most suitable locations. 
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Effects of the First Three Screens 
 The availability and capacity of the town’s infrastructure—sewer lines, water lines, and major 
roads, define where in Falmouth compact development is most feasible. To help evaluate how much 
developable  land is available in close proximity to these public improvements, staff used the town’s 
Geographic Information System (GIS) to evaluate specific parcels with at least five buildable acres of 
undeveloped land that could be considered for some form of compact neighborhood.  

 Using availability of public infrastructure alone as the screening criteria would generate the 
largest number of parcels for consideration as locations for compact development. Placing the GIS 
“buffers” around the sewer and water lines and the major roads identified 245 “feasible” parcels. It 
should be noted that parcels that were touched by the GIS buffers were included, so the analysis in-
cluded some land that was beyond the 1500-foot distance parameter. 

 In looking at the results, it is apparent that there are numerous opportunities for Falmouth to 
consider compact development options. The vast majority of the 245 potential parcels are located west 
of I-295 and east of a set of ridges that define the westerly margin of the central river valleys of Fal-
mouth, which contain large areas of undeveloped land. From a geographic standpoint, parcels within 
the existing service areas of public water and sewer are the most viable.  

 Although public sewer could be extended to areas along Mountain and Brook Roads, the to-
pography and ledge in those areas would be far more difficult to overcome, and the sewer would need 
to cross bridges on the Maine Turnpike. Similar general constraints might affect any of the potential 
parcels, and site-specific constraints might be even more limiting. This analysis does, however, give a 
fair general sense of the areas where compact neighborhoods are feasible and the relative amount of 
land that is undeveloped in those areas. 

MAP 4—Compact Development Potential Based on Sewer, Water, and Road Capacities 

Map 4—Evaluating feasible locations for compact growth based on public water and sewer and on road capacity 
yields just under 250 parcels that have at least five acres of buildable land. 
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4. Impact on Natural Resources 
 Although various locations in Falmouth may be feasible for compact development, it does not 
mean that such areas are necessarily all appropriate. To help evaluate the appropriateness of potential 
locations and parcels, staff and consultants developed the next set of filtering criteria. The Compre-
hensive Plan’s recommendations have consistently reflected the citizens’ goal that future development 
be directed away from environmentally sensitive lands.  

 Federal, state, and local laws have been enacted that prohibit developers from construction 
that denigrates the quality of Falmouth’s water bodies and protect lands that immediately surround 
them (i.e., vegetative buffer strips). In recent years, Falmouth has expanded protections beyond the 
minimums required by federal and state laws. CPAC assumes that compact development would be 
precluded on parcels that are significantly within these restricted areas. 

 Outside agencies have long required protections for coastal waters and their margins, fresh 
water ponds like Highland Lake, and the rivers and major streams that flow through Falmouth. Fal-
mouth’s comprehensive planning and conservation studies have also identified the smaller, tributary 
streams that feed those major water bodies as worthy of protection as well. Wetlands along those 
streams affect water quality, and other wetlands provide unique wildlife habitat and serve as storage 
and filtration areas for stormwater. Minor streams, wetlands, and vernal pools have recently been 
added as important resources that require setbacks and buffers along their borders. 

 This map overlays an environmental filter over potential parcels based on national and state 
regulatory programs (dark red) and regulations that have been enacted that are specific to Falmouth 
(light red). 

MAP 5—Compact Development Limitations Based on Natural Resources 

Map 5—Environmental constraints that would affect the viability and suitability of parcels that might be consid-
ered for compact development sites. 
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Effect of Natural Resources Screen 
 The presence of these environmental constraints can severely limit the development potential 
of land in general, and on smaller parcels, they can totally preclude higher density development that 
tends to result in greater physical changes to the land than traditional low-density subdivisions. At the 
same time, the presence of protected environmental features does not always preclude development. 
In fact, sometimes those very features can be used as recreational and visual focal points for compact 
neighborhoods. 

 Applying the natural resources selection criterion has the effect of knocking off 69 of the 245 
potential parcels as being inappropriate for compact development, leaving 176 parcels that have po-
tential as feasible and appropriate sites based on the three infrastructure filters and the one natural re-
sources criterion. The eliminated parcels are mostly the smaller ones scattered throughout the potential 
compact development areas.  

 Once again, it is important to qualify this analysis by stating that these conclusions are based 
on very limited general information that may not accurately reflect individual site conditions on any of 
the 69 individual parcels screened out by the process. Based on this high level, low-detail information, 
it appears that there is less than five acres of good usable land on those smaller parcels that have sig-
nificant natural resource constraints.  

 On-site inspections by qualified professionals might, however, indicate a different conclusion 
for any given parcel. The correct way to interpret the meaning of the data is to surmise the general ef-
fect of applying the filtering criteria if they were applied and the field conditions were consistent with 
town-wide data. This level of analysis is only helpful at the policy development stage as opposed to 
the permitting stage of specific applications. 

MAP 6—Parcels Severely Constrained by Natural Resources 

Map 6—Parcels that are almost entirely affected by natural resource constraints (69 of 245). 
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5. Impact on Scenic & Open Space Resources 
 In addition to the specific environmental concerns reflected in federal, state, and local regula-
tions, the Comprehensive Plan has also established goals for preserving broader scenic and open space 
resources. The 1990 Open Space Plan identified several resources worthy of town preservation ef-
forts. That plan identified agricultural lands and other open fields visible to public roads as special 
“viewsheds.” Certain roads in the community have a special rural character defined by limited hous-
ing construction in a view dominated by natural landscape features and rustic human additions like 
stone walls and rail fences and orchards.  

 Higher-density compact developments in such rural settings would dramatically alter that ru-
ral character. The impact of compact development on these open space resources could be construed 
as counter to the comprehensive plan goals to preserve them. 

 In recent years, the Conservation Commission has been exploring the existence and ecology 
of “vernal pools.” These relatively small pools exist for short periods during and after the spring melt 
before drying up in the summer. They provide critical breeding habitat for several amphibian species 
that provide a food source for numerous other species of animals and birds. The forested area sur-
rounding these pools is also critical to the life cycles of these amphibians and typically extends 
through the 40 acres around each pool (green circles on map).  

 Although the town does not regulate vernal pool upland habitat, policies that encourage the 
development of such areas would likely be questioned by conservationists. 

MAP 7—Compact Development Limitations Based on Open Space Resources 

Map 7—Scenic and open space resources identified in the town’s Open Space Plan could be applied to help de-
termine suitable locations for compact development. 
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Effect of Scenic & Open Space Resources Screen 
 Agricultural lands, scenic views, and vernal pool habitats are not currently restricted from de-
velopment, but their preservation is a priority for other conservation mechanisms like the town’s land 
acquisition program. One possible policy approach to determining appropriate locations for compact 
development would be to exclude parcels that are primarily comprised of lands in these scenic and 
open space classifications. Applying this screening criterion would result in the elimination of 49 ad-
ditional parcels, and some of the largest potential parcels for compact development. 

 One of the goals of pursuing compact development is to direct growth that will occur in low-
density subdivisions throughout the town to more concentrated locations, thereby preserving open 
space and rural character. Applying the screen of scenic and open space resources to preclude such 
concentration of development will have the effect of spreading that development in low-density subdi-
visions over larger geographic areas, which will also have detrimental effects on those scenic and 
open space values.  

 In theory, precluding any consideration of compact neighborhoods on the basis of scenic and 
open space resource impacts could actually have a greater impact overall on those resources by the 
spread of development throughout areas containing those resources. The impact of low-density subdi-
visions on those community resources is one of the  major motivations for exploring the option of 
compact development as an alternative. 

 If the town is to pursue compact development in some locations, it may require tradeoffs be-
tween compromising scenic and open space resources in limited locations in order to achieve better 
results for the town overall. 

MAP 8—Parcels Severely Constrained by Natural and/or Open Space Resources 

Map 8—Parcels that would be heavily impacted by natural and open space resource limitations. 
Natural resources—69 of 245 feasible parcels 
Open space resource—49 of 245 feasible parcels 
Total resources—118 of 245 feasible parcels 
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6. Proximity to Activity Centers 
 An important criterion for selecting possible locations for compact development is the opportunity 
for residents of neighborhoods to walk or bike to nearby public activity centers like schools, shopping, li-
braries, parks, and playgrounds. Having bicycle and pedestrian access to public facilities tends to increase 
their utilization and can improve safety. Thus there is a symbiotic relationship between compact neighbor-
hoods and community facilities that can enhance the quality of both. 

 Defining proximity can be a challenge. A national study of park access that explored park use as a 
function of distance to residences indicated that proximity was more important than the actual amount of 
park land in a community. Falmouth’s comprehensive planning studies have produced a possible set of se-
lection criteria for the larger question of proximity. The Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan evaluated the 
potential and priorities for installing sidewalks and bike lanes across town. In order to justify investments 
that would experience significant usage by citizens, that plan established criteria and locations based on dis-
tance from public activity centers to neighborhoods. 

 For pedestrian activity, the plan indicated that a half mile radius from the activity center was a suit-
able distance where sidewalks would likely see constant activity. For bicycles, a distance of two miles is the 
limit of what casual (Group B) cyclists will travel on a regular basis to access public facilities. Of course, 
distance is just one factor among many involved in bicycle and pedestrian facility planning (e.g., safety and 
maintenance of facilities), but it provides an objective basis for evaluating suitable locations for future com-
pact neighborhoods. 

 Beyond distance, the town could also consider the presence of actual or proposed access routes that 
may make the location more positive or negative than distance as the crow flies. Finally, CPAC also ques-
tioned whether projects that were large enough to create their own activity centers should be considered. 

MAP 9—Compact Development Feasibility Based on Proximity to Activity Centers 

Map 9—Proximity to town activity centers could be a criterion for determining suitable locations for compact 
growth. The town’s Bicycle & Pedestrian Master Plan establishes criteria for determining appropriate distances 
for walking and biking purposes. 
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Appl ying the  Select ion Cr i ter ia  
 

  CPAC has been charged by the Town Council to do a town-wide study of compact develop-
ment. CPAC initiated that process by reviewing public values and concerns as indicated during the 
drafting of Comprehensive Plan 2000 and as updated in a 2004 citizen survey. CPAC then developed 
selection criteria that reflected those citizen values and concerns. If the town is to pursue or make 
greater allowances for compact, higher-density development in some areas, hard choices will be 
needed on trade-offs between many of those expressed values. The purpose of this analysis is to pre-
sent a tool that can be used to objectively evaluate conditions and options and to make those hard 
choices in keeping with the town’s long-range planning goals. 

 Because the project goal is to develop a useful planning tool for the political decision-making 
process, CPAC applied the selection criteria for compact growth as a spectrum of possible policy 
choices starting with the most liberal application of the screening criteria, which is represented in the 
map on this page. As stated previously, the town’s infrastructure (sewer, water, & roads) defines the 
areas where compact development is most feasible. If the town were to promote or even require com-
pact development as a growth management option, applying a combination of the natural resources 
screen and 2-mile proximity measure based on bicycling connections would yield the largest number 
of parcels for consideration as potential sites. 

 As illustrated in Map 10A, This “loose” screen allows 176 of the 245 potential parcels to pass 
through, giving the most opportunities for development of new compact neighborhoods in Falmouth. 
CPAC wants to once again emphasize that this high level analysis does not mean that all of the 176 
parcels would ultimately be suitable or acceptable for compact growth projects, but applying this 
screen would make them eligible for more detailed consideration. 

 MAP 10A—Potential Policy to Promote Compact Development 
(Based on Infrastructure, Natural Resources, and Bicycle Access Only) 

Map 10A—Results of applying a combination of the selection criteria in a loose screening that would most liber-
ally allow consideration of locations for potential compact development projects. 
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Map 10B represents the opposite end of the potential compact development policy spectrum. If the Town 
Council considers that compact development is too complicated and risky and/or that citizen concerns over 
higher density development warrant a more conservative approach, a very “tight” screen using the selection 
criteria could be applied. In addition to precluding parcels that are restricted by natural resource constraints 
(areas where development is prohibited based on environmental regulations), this filter would apply the 
screening criteria for scenic and open space resources. Those criteria would exclude parcels with large areas 
of scenic or open space land and those that contain the upland habitat of vernal pools. Under this approach, 
consideration for locations of future compact neighborhoods would also be limited to those parcels within a 
half-mile walking distance of an existing community activity center. 

 Applying this most stringent set of screening criteria would only yield 51 of the 245 parcels for con-
sideration as locations for compact neighborhoods. Although this result could be characterized as being 
overly restrictive, one could also argue that these are parcels that have the highest viability for success as 
compact neighborhood locations and ones that should be pursued or permitted in town policies. The caveat 
that has been repeatedly stated applies equally to this presentation piece. Many of the 51 parcels that passed 
this filter may not be suitable for consideration as compact development locations due to more detailed, site-
specific information, and other parcels that were screened out may have been unfairly eliminated due to a 
lack of accurate information. The analysis does, however, give a sense of the potential of this tool to help for-
mulate objective policies on compact growth to carry out implementation of the town’s Comprehensive Plan. 

 These last two maps also raise another criterion that  CPAC explored in this study—impacts on exist-
ing neighborhoods. All of the existing buildings in town are shown, giving a general sense of the density of 
development surrounding the potential sites of compact neighborhoods. The impact of potential compact de-
velopment on the quality of life of those existing neighborhoods must be addressed in the planning process, 
and CPAC believes that effective solutions can be achieved through the design process. 

MAP 10B—Potential Policy to Limit Compact Development 
(Based on Infrastructure, Natural Resources, Open Space Resources, and Pedestrian Access) 

Map 10B—Results of applying a tighter screening combination of the selection criteria  that would most conser-
vatively allow limited consideration of locations for potential compact development projects. 
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Design of  Pro jects  
  
The Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee has explored the feasibility of compact develop-
ment in terms of infrastructure and its appropriateness in feasible locations based on goals of 
the town’s long range planning documents. This report section deals with a third important pol-
icy element—whether higher density, more compact neighborhoods are acceptable. Initially, 
CPAC attempted to develop a seventh selection criterion based on the impact on neighbor-
hoods. Exploring how to objectively assign that criterion produced no compelling basis for 
making a determination based on neighborhood impacts. 
 Part of the difficulty in dealing with this issue is that it is inherently subjective, depend-
ing on the preferences and sensitivities of those involved in the discussion. Many residents have 
moved to Falmouth from more metropolitan sections of the country, and the most densely de-
veloped sections of our town seem sparsely developed to them. Long-time residents by contrast, 
remember when the town was far more rural, and they often think that Falmouth is becoming 
overcrowded. Throughout the comprehensive planning process, both perspectives seemed to 
express concerns about the concept of promoting or allowing compact development as a growth 
management option for the community, and opposition to higher density development is prolific 
at public meetings on specific project proposals. 
 As CPAC explored this most challenging question of the compact development issue, 
members eventually came to the conclusion that higher density per se was not the defining fac-
tor in people’s perceptions of compact development. They saw the real problem and solution in 
the design of projects. This conclusion was strongly influenced by a publication of the Lincoln 
Institute of Land Policy that attempted to help communities like Falmouth visualize what vari-
ous housing and development densities look like from the air, which gives a far different and 
more comprehensive perspective than typical views from the ground plane. The observations of 
the report’s authors were telling to CPAC members: 
 

We set out to show what density looks like. What we found was that it doesn’t reveal 
much about physical character. It plays a role, but what really defines and determines 
the character of a place is design. This is a crucial fact for communities that are plan-
ning for density. If they want their residents to buy into and buy high density housing, 
they must take steps to pursue good design. 
 

 CPAC members are not sure that policy makers want Falmouth residents to “buy into 
and buy high density housing,” but they strongly feel that compact development cannot be 
fairly evaluated as a growth management option without understanding the importance of this 
aspect of the issue. The Lincoln Institute publication was helpful in expanding CPAC’s under-
standing of community concerns over compact development heard in community forums held 
as part of the residential master planning process: 
 

As they plan for growth, communities must realize that design plays a profound role in 
the success of compact neighborhoods. Before they even discuss density, they should 
engage in an extensive public dialogue to define the character of desirable growth and 
determine which design approaches will contribute to that character. Any discussion of 
residential density levels should be guided by a clear vision of what the new or redevel-
oped neighborhoods will look like. 
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 Developing a clear vision of what new neighborhoods in Falmouth will look like clearly 
must take into serious consideration the design of those neighborhoods, but there are other, 
more subtle concerns that are also at play in people's views toward compact development: 
 

The public accepts infill development as an idea, but balks at the reality, perceiving pro-
posed densities to be too high. The aversion to density runs even deeper in communi-
ties whose land use regulations mandate low densities...In many cases a broader fear 
of growth or change lies behind the complaint that a project is “too dense.” General 
concerns about the impacts of an increased population often lead opponents to the 
conclusion that density equals overcrowding. This problem is exacerbated when people 
have no visual information to dispel negative mental images of dense development. 

Traditional Falmouth Neighborhoods 
 Overcoming the negative mental images that many people have toward higher density 
development can be addressed by looking at successful models of compact development both 
locally and across the country. It is 
equally important to scrutinize aspects 
of such projects that may not be par-
ticularly suited to Falmouth’s open 
space context. This will ensure a 
proper fit and projects that will en-
hance rather than detract from the 
town’s special character. Thankfully, 
there are many examples of compact 
neighborhoods already in Falmouth 
that can be used to explore the positive 
and negative aspects of this develop-
ment pattern. The oldest and most no-
table form of compact development in 
town exists on the Falmouth Foreside.  
 The photograph to the right 
(Fig. 4) shows a segment of Foreside 
Road containing mixed uses and 
mixed density. A commercial green-
house and retail operation fits well in 
the neighborhood that consists of large 
waterfront estates, 1/4 acre-lots in a 
traditional grid, and a more contempo-
rary cul-de-sac with larger lots. Such 
neighborhoods comprise some of the 
most desirable and valuable real estate 
in Falmouth. 
 Lower Route 1 (Fig. 5) con-
tains some of the most compact and 
livable neighborhoods in Falmouth. 
Although the lots are substantially Figure 4—Existing neighborhoods on Falmouth Foreside ex-

emplify compact development that fits the community’s con-
text and character. 
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smaller than the newer subdivisions built over the last few decades, the design and siting of 
homes on the lots has created a greater sense of neighborhood and provided adequate yard 
spaces for the individual lots (Fig. 6) . The smaller yards do not provide adequate area for some 
outdoor activities, and residents must conduct those activities at other locations like parks and 
schools. The close proximity of Casco Bay and access  to nearby Mackworth Island and Maine 
Audubon’s Gilsland Farm provide a counterbalancing sense of open space not available to more 
sparsely developed neighborhoods in other parts of town.  
 Although the original developers took advantage of these unique features in the creation 
of the neighborhoods, most of the individual lots were developed by builders and home buyers 
who focused on the specific lots they were involved with. There was no overall coordination or 
control of the development, because the town lacked modern planning, zoning, and building 
codes that are currently applied to projects proposed for construction. Smaller homes were built 
on the lots because of economic limitations, and the landscaping, fencing, and other lot features 
that help define the quality of life for area residents were installed and/or grew over time (Fig. 
7). 
 Would such high-density, high quality neighborhoods be accepted today in other parts 
of Falmouth? The answer would likely depend on the vision provided by developers, the per-
ceptions of area residents, and the reactions of Falmouth’s policy makers. There are, in fact, ex-

amples of more contemporary forms of compact 
development that have been approved by the 
town, and there are mechanisms in the current 
ordinances that permit it to happen elsewhere. 
Looking at those successful examples can help 
us understand the ramifications and community 
expectations for compact development if that 
policy should be pursued as a means of growth 
management in the future. They can also pro-
vide insights on how such existing programs 
might be improved. 

Figure 5—Lower Route 1 contains some of the most compact neighbor-
hoods in Falmouth.. 

Figure 6—Homes in the neighborhood are 
scaled to fit the smaller lots, and the yard 
spaces are clearly defined by hedges and 
fences. Garages are behind homes or set 
back farther than the front plane of the 
houses so that they do not dominate the 
streetscape. Mature trees throughout the 
neighborhood also help define the 
neighborhood’s character. Narrow streets 
and on-street parking help maintain low 
traffic speeds, but on through streets, 
sidewalks would greatly enhance the 
sense of pedestrian safety and comfort. 

Figure 7—Lower Route 1 as it was being developed in 
the 1930s.. 
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Open Space Residential Districts (OSRDs) 
 In the late 1980s, the Town Council enacted an amendment to the Zoning Ordinance for 
“Open Space Residential Districts” (Section 3.11). This zoning mechanism was patterned after 
an ordinance used in Lincoln, Massachusetts as a means to give developers incentives to set 
aside open space. The ordinance provides density bonuses to developers who are willing to set 
aside 70 percent of a land tract as permanent open space. The density bonus is also tied to im-
plementation of other Comprehensive Plan recommendations, but it allows developers to build 
housing in very tight clusters with lot sizes as small as 5000 square feet in order to maximize 
the amount of common open space. 
 The town has had one project approved as an OSRD, the Cornerstone Estates subdivi-
sion on Woods Road across from the Public Works garage. The project’s 26 homes are clus-
tered on 10,000 square foot lots, where standard zoning required one and two-acre lots. In keep-
ing with the ordinance provisions, the developer was awarded nine extra housing units because 
the open space was considered significant (it abutted town property), public access was pro-
vided, and a 100-foot buffer established along Woods Road. As a result of the rezoning granted 
by the Town Council, the developed portion of the site was limited to about 10 acres, while the 
preserved open space was more than 20 acres. The project also included a small neighborhood 
playground as a focal point and gathering space. 

Figure 8—Plan of Cornerstone Estates subdivision on Woods Road 

WOODS ROAD 
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 Although the open space goals of the town were met by the Cornerstone Estates project, 
complaints have ensued about the “crowding” of the large homes on the small lots (Fig. 10). 
The limited yard spaces have also generated violations of the terms of the dedicated open space 
as some individual lot owners have expanded their back yards onto the town-owned land. These 
problems could have been addressed through more careful attention to the design of the project. 
One possibility would be to limit the size of the homes on a graduated scale tied to the lot size. 
This approach is used for expansions of non-conforming homes in high-density neighborhoods 
on the Foreside. 
 Another option would be to require the developer to come up with a master plan for all 
of the housing that would ensure compatibility and coordination of individual house sites while 
providing adequate flexibility for design creativity and responsiveness to personal preferences. 

Figure 9—Aerial perspective of Cornerstone Estates subdivision 

Figure 10—Notwithstanding the small lot 
sizes in Cornerstone Estates, standard sized 
homes were built with the orientation of the 
home’s long axis being built parallel to the 
front property line. The lack of design guid-
ance produced crowding of the homes and 
ineffective yard spaces that led to encroach-
ment on adjacent open space owned by the 
town. 
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Neo-traditional Neighborhood Design 
 Computer visualization is a helpful tool to explore design considerations and options for 
compact development in Falmouth. The drawings on this page were created using a computer 
program called “SketchUp” based on building plans of the actual homes in the Cornerstone Es-
tates subdivision. The building models were constructed on an air photo base that shows the lot 
lines and building footprints, to ensure that the buildings are to proper scale for accurate depic-
tions of the neighborhood. The drawings below show the homes as they were actually built. The 
large contemporary homes fill the lots due to the size and parallel orientation of the homes to 
the street. Although reducing building scales could create more intervening space between the 
homes, the computer models below illustrate that the same sized structures could be reoriented 
on the lots to create a more traditional neighborhood with a greater sense of space overall, and 
with more effective private yard spaces on each of the lots. 
 In addition to the design of individual homes and lots, traditional neighborhoods and 
their neo-traditional successors give equal attention to the design of the “streetscape” and the 
open spaces surrounding and within compact development projects. Street trees, esplanades, 
and sidewalks help define the public realm in traditional neighborhoods, and front yards with 
landscaping and low level walls and fencing create intervening semi-public spaces that transi-
tion to the more private yard spaces to the side and rear of the homes. The relationships be-
tween public and private spaces is very important to the design of compact neighborhoods. 

Contemporary 

Neo-traditional 
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 The open space around Cornerstone Estates is wooded and unimproved, limiting oppor-
tunities for trails and other active or passive recreational activities. With a little more foresight 
by the developer and the town, this open space could have been improved for recreational use 
by the residents with limited impact on the open space qualities, and the homes could have been 
oriented more effectively to take full advantage of the open space system. This open space de-
sign approach is inherent in the conservation zoning program being considered by the town, and 
it also has application to compact development models with higher development densities. In 
fact the design of open spaces in compact developments may be more critical than in conserva-
tion zoning projects, as they will be more limited is scope and more housing will rely on the 
open space amenities. 

Contemporary 

Figure 11—Computer generated models of actual homes built in Cornerstone illustrate the lack of yard space be-
tween buildings due to the size and orientation of the homes. 

Neo-traditional 

Figure 12—Computer models illustrate the same sized homes reoriented in keeping with traditional neighbor-
hoods. Garages are placed behind the homes (attached or detached), and the main axis of some homes are placed 
perpendicular to the street, producing greater separations between homes and better opportunities for private yard 
spaces. 
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Neo-traditional Neighborhoods 
 Compact development has been successfully achieved in other parts of the country. One 
of the more notable neo-traditional projects is The Kentlands in Gaithersburg Maryland. The 
housing in this project has all of the conveniences and amenities of modern technology along 
with the character and charm of historic neighborhoods. The integration of open space within 
and around the project gives a sense of openness that belies the high density of housing that is 
present. Careful attention to design details and coordination of site and building construction 
gives a sense of visual and social cohesion and quality. The layout provides ample public and 
private spaces that are vital to the success of higher density development. The additional devel-
opment makes it more cost-effective to provide such amenities. 

Figure 13—Smaller areas of open 
space can create a park-like set-
ting within the compact develop-
ment project. 

Figure 14—Larger areas of open 
space can create recreational 
opportunities for residents and 
nearby neighborhoods. 

Figure 15—Front yards provide semi-
public spaces and opportunities for 
social interaction. 

Figure 16—Rear yards provide private spaces for family activi-
ties. 
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Retirement Community Overlay Districts 
 Another form of compact development already contained in the Falmouth Zoning Ordi-
nance provides density incentives to provide retirement housing with a continuum of care levels 
starting with fully independent housing units and going to more dependent group facilities like 
assisted living. The Oceanview project off Falmouth Road was the town’s first retirement com-
munity and it helped define some of the density and design parameters of the ordinance (Fig. 
17). The base Residential B zoning, which permits a density of 1 unit per acre was changed to 
allow 4 units per acre for single units and even higher density for more institutional-style build-
ings. 
 To ensure that Retirement Community facilities fit in with surrounding neighborhoods, 
the ordinance limits them to larger parcels of 30 acres or more. Such large tracts provide ample 
room to implement one of the main design principles of this zoning mechanism—providing a 
transition of scale and density from the project interior to the periphery. The graphics on this 
page show that larger, institutional buildings (Fig. 18) are required to be placed at the center of 
the project (orange shading), while smaller, lower buildings are required along the project 
boundary (yellow shading). This  provides a use transition that makes them more compatible 
with surrounding single family neighborhoods.  

Figure 17—Subdivision plan for Oceanview showing transition of use and intensity from interior to periphery of 
project. 
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 The recent 
expansion of Ocean-
view onto the adja-
cent Whipple Farm 
provided a test for the 
effectiveness of this 
higher density, com-
pact development 
program. The prop-
erty proposed for 
higher density hous-
ing was historic and 
highly visible to 
neighbors and public 
roadways. Through 
the rezoning negotia-
tion process with the 
Town Council and 
the site plan review 
process with the Plan-
ning Board, the developer was required to maintain a central open space along Middle Road 
(green shading) and to orient the units around that open space. Many of the proposed single 
units were attached together to maximize the available open space, and the architecture of the 
new buildings will reflect the historic buildings of the site (Fig. 19). 
 Oceanview provides another example of compact development already occurring in Fal-
mouth under existing ordinances. Retirement Community facilities face higher policy scrutiny 
and design requirements per the Council’s rezoning review and the Planning Board’s site plan 
review. This dual review approach could be applied to other forms of compact development. 

Figure 18—Larger institutional buildings must be located at the project interior, 
smaller buildings must be located adjacent to abutting properties. 

Figure 19—The architec-
ture of new units will be 
designed to reflect the 
style and character of the 
historic farm buildings. 
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Design Workshops 
 The Tidewater Farm Master Plan currently under consideration by the Town Council 
provides a fourth example of compact development in Falmouth. The process started with a de-
sign workshop hosted by CPAC and involving stakeholders of the Village Center area, includ-
ing the landowners and the Lunt Road neighborhood. Discussion groups explored shared values 
and goals and generated conceptual ideas for future development. Engaging in discussions long 
before specific projects are proposed reduces process stress, which fosters more effective com-
munication and cooperation of the parties. Establishing community goals in advance of devel-
opment proposals increases probability of their realization, but it also gives developers greater 
assurance of productive investment and neighbors greater input into the outcomes. 
 Another important design principle came out of the Tidewater Farm project that should 
be considered for other types of compact development. Transitional open space between exist-
ing neighborhoods and proposed development can double the benefit of that open space and can 
provide existing residents with incentives to cooperate in the planning process. Upon project 
completion, it can also provide a meeting ground for existing residents and newcomers. 

Figure 20—Bubble diagrams record input from discussion 
groups to help explore common values and set overall vi-
sion and direction. 

Figure 21—A conceptual master plan consolidates the 
participants’ views and creates a vision for future de-
velopment. 
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Figure 22—Developers take the community vision and generate specific 
site plans to meet market requirements. 

Figure 23—Workshop participants include citizens, neighbors, developers, designers 
and facilitators. 
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Report   
Recommendat ions 

Based on the input received in various citizen surveys conducted by the town and input CPAC 
collected during various public participation forums, along with the results of the compact de-
velopment selection criteria analysis and design considerations, CPAC makes the following rec-
ommendations for consideration by the Town Council: 
 
1. Use the compact development screening criteria of this report to determine “consistency 

with the Comprehensive Plan” for the current compact development mechanisms of the 
Zoning Ordinance. 

 
2. Consider additional forms of and locations for compact development zoning based on the 

screening criteria of recommendation #1. 
 
3. Adopt a unified ordinance for compact development to deal comprehensively and specifi-

cally with the special requirements of this development form. 
 
4. Develop and apply general and specific design guidelines for all compact developments.  
 
5. Conduct a design workshop with stakeholders as the first step in the process of rezoning 

and/or approval for a compact development project. 
 
6. Commission a study of the road network to determine carrying capacity and to identify spe-

cific limiting segments and intersections. 
 
7. Attach a density transfer fee to all extra housing units allowed over the base zoning density 

to maintain overall density neutrality. 
 

Discussion 
1. Use the compact development screening criteria of this report to determine 

“consistency with the Comprehensive Plan” for the current compact development 
mechanisms of the Zoning Ordinance. 

 
A. Open Space Residential Districts (OSRDs)  
 The Falmouth Zoning and Site Plan Review Ordinance currently contains provisions for 
selected types of compact development. Section 3.11 was enacted in 1989 to provide for Open 
Space Residential Districts (OSRDs) as a “floating zone.” Under the ordinance, the Town 
Council can approve a special zoning district subject to the requirements of Section 3.11 for 
high density, “super clustered” housing projects. The purposes of this zoning mechanism are 
very consistent with the general goals for compact development: 
 

a. preservation of environmentally sensitive areas; 
b. directing growth toward public utility service areas without detracting from the quality of 
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life of present residents; 
c. providing a mixture of housing types that will be available to residents of diverse income 

levels; and 
d. minimizing demands on public infrastructure by concentrating roads and public utilities 

within smaller portions of large land tracts. 
  
 To accomplish these goals, the Town Council adopted a density bonus of up to 60 per-
cent of the base zoning allowance, provided that four specific comprehensive planning goals are 
met by the project. To be granted an OSRD rezoning, a developer must set aside 70 percent of 
the land tract as permanent open space. To qualify for the full density bonus, the open space 
must be considered significant by the town, public access must be provided, a 100 foot-buffer 
must be maintained along the public road, and a portion of the project’s housing must be afford-
able. 
 Subsection 3.11.7 of the ordinance contains additional criteria that are judged by the Town 
Council in the rezoning process: 

In determining whether to grant the request for rezoning, the Council will determine whether: 
1. the development proposal is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan; 
2. the public sewer should be extended to serve the project if it is not currently available; 
3. the developer should be awarded density bonuses based upon the applicable require-

ments of this subsection 3.11; and 
4. to apply appropriate conditions to the rezoning.  
 

 The first general criterion for evaluating whether to grant a request for OSRD rezoning 
asks the Town Council to determine “consistency with the Comprehensive Plan.” The Comprehen-
sive Plan contains numerous finding, goals, and recommended policies dealing with a variety of 
planning topics, such as natural resources, housing, infrastructure, economic development, utilities, 
and public facilities. Given that goals for preserving natural resources often conflict with goals for 
creating diverse housing and promoting economic opportunities for businesses, Councilors could 
come to very divergent positions on the question of general consistency with the Comprehensive 
Plan. Developers and residents of areas proposed for OSRDs will almost inevitably come to diver-
gent positions on Comprehensive Plan consistency. 
 The objective framework for selecting compact development locations in this report (i.e., 
the screening criteria) could provide a means for consistently evaluating proposals for OSRDs. 
Rather than trying to exhaustively identify all possible recommendations of the Comprehensive 
Plan that could apply, the Council would focus on the specific criteria of infrastructure availability 
(sewer/water/roads), impact on natural resources and/or scenic and open space resources, and 
proximity to town activity centers.  
 As indicated in the second section of this report, the selection criteria can and should be 
tailored to provide either a loose screening (if the Council wants to be permissive) or a tight 
screening (if the Council wants to be restrictive) for where compact development projects will be 
considered. Having this objective methodology available would also help developers evaluate the 
desirability and viability of pursuing investment in compact development projects, and it would 
inject a level of predictability into the process. 
 CPAC recommends that the Council adopt this report as an amendment to the Comprehen-
sive Plan and that the methodology for selecting appropriate locations for compact development be 
referenced in Section 3.11.7 of the Zoning and Site Plan Review Ordinance. 
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B.  Retirement Community Overlay Districts (RCODs)  

 Adopting this report as an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan and referencing it could 
also help the Council with processing requests for rezoning under another ordinance section that 
permits another form of compact development. Section 3.16 of the ordinance was enacted by the 
Council in 1998 in order to provide greater flexibility for proposed expansions of the Oceanview 
Retirement Community project. Rather than granting the developers relief from specific ordinance 
requirements for a proposed expansion phase, the town took a comprehensive look at the use in 
general and adopted a special zoning district to be applied as an overlay zone on Oceanview and 
other similar projects.  
 As with the OSRDs, RCODs ask the Town Council to make a determination of consis-
tency with the town’s Comprehensive Plan, but the ordinance provides no guidance on relevant 
sections of the plan to review. These high density residential projects are currently permitted by 
Council discretion in about one third of the town. Providing an objective basis, such as the selec-
tion criteria of this report, for making the consistency determination would clarify and facilitate the 
review process for Retirement Community projects. 
 
2. Consider additional forms of and locations for compact development zoning based on 

the screening criteria of recommendation #1. 
 
 CPAC supports the concept of compact development as a growth management option. 
The town has enacted several limited forms of compact development starting with the high den-
sity zoning on Route 100, which was based on the town’s goal of the 1980s to extend public 
sewer to that development corridor. As a result, the Village Mixed Use District along the Gray 
Road allows a housing density of 4 units per acre in residential planned developments. Last 
year, the Council enacted amendments to the ordinance that allow even higher residential den-
sity in commercial sections of the Route One Corridor (Section 5.4 - Diverse Housing in Mixed 
Use Developments). 
 As mentioned in the prior recommendation, the town allows compact development 
through its Open Space Residential District and Retirement Community Overlay District 
mechanisms. In order to accomplish citizen goals established for the Tidewater Farm in a 2001 
design workshop, the Town Council is currently negotiating a special zoning district that also 
accomplishes the goals of compact development.  
 Thus, various limited forms of compact development are allowed and/or are being con-
sidered on a case by case basis in unspecified locations. Based on the selection criteria and de-
sign guidance of this report, the Council may want to take a more comprehensive approach to 
compact development projects by expanding allowances and/or by designating specific areas 
for compact development projects. This would bring a greater predictability to the process and 
would give developers greater confidence to pursue these expensive and potentially controver-
sial development proposals. 
 
3. Adopt a unified ordinance for compact development to deal comprehensively and spe-

cifically with the special requirements of this development form. 
 
 Whether the town expands allowances for compact development or continues the cur-
rent practice of looking at them on a case by case basis for special application projects (e.g., 
open space, Retirement Community, special zoning district), it would be helpful to have a uni-
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fied set of regulations to assure that such projects are treated consistently, accomplish the goals 
of the Comprehensive Plan, and are sensitive to the neighborhood contexts where they will oc-
cur. Appendix 1 contains an example of a “Traditional Neighborhood Development” ordinance 
that contains provisions to deal holistically with compact development. 
 CPAC recommends that the current components and provisions for the Village Mixed 
Use District, the Open Space Residential District, Retirement Community Overlay District, Di-
verse Housing in Mixed Use Districts, and the draft Tidewater Master Planned Development 
District be reviewed and incorporated into a unified ordinance dealing consistently and compre-
hensively with all forms of compact development. 
 
4. Develop and apply general and specific design guidelines for all compact develop-

ments.  
 
 CPAC considers the design of compact development to be as important as the selection 
criteria for determining where such projects would be feasible and appropriate. The design as-
pects of compact development will seriously affect: a) how such projects fit into neighbor-
hoods, b) the quality of life of the new residents, and c) the prospects for political acceptance of 
future compact projects in the town. 
 Since the adoption of the 1994 Comprehensive Plan, the town has successfully devel-
oped and applied commercial design guidelines along the Route 1 and 100 business corridors. 
Those guidelines have provided developers with flexibility to meet market conditions while as-
suring the town that redevelopment and new development is high quality and enhances rather 
than detracts from the character of the community. 
 Comprehensive Plan 2000 recommended that similar design guidance be applied by the 
town to the residential development sector through the residential master planning process. Dur-
ing the public participation process, CPAC encountered public resistance to the concept of resi-
dential design guidelines as a general proposition. CPAC considered and dismissed the idea of 
including residential design guidelines in the proposed conservation zoning program currently 
before the Town Council, even though homes will likely be clustered on small lots in open 
fields where community character impacts could be significant. 
 CPAC takes a different view on the need for and appropriateness of design guidelines in 
compact development. Because compact development as it currently exists in Falmouth’s zon-
ing program and as contemplated by this study will have higher density than conventional or 
conservation subdivisions, the need for design controls is higher. When homes are located on 
one and two-acre lots, the need for coordination of the development of individual sites and 
structures is limited. When homes are located on quarter acre lots (or smaller) in dense 
neighborhoods, the spillover effects of activities on individual lots affect the surrounding devel-
opment to a much greater degree. 
 Since the town allows much higher density outright (e.g., Retirement Community pro-
jects) or awards density bonuses as part of the review process (e.g., open space residential dis-
tricts), the town has a legitimate basis for requiring developers to follow stricter design stan-
dards. Some standards are already imbedded in the ordinance. Multifamily housing in open 
space residential districts must be located farther from the project boundary than single family 
homes to provide more buffering for adjacent residents. Retirement Community projects carry 
this layering principle even further, with controls for the scale as well as the setbacks of build-
ings.  Both OSRDs and Retirement Community projects must go through Planning Board site 
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plan review where the Board considers landscaping and lighting design under specific (though 
outdated) standards and architecture through a general criterion: 
 

Relation of Proposed Buildings to Environment: Proposed structures shall be related har-
moniously to the terrain and to existing buildings in the vicinity that have a visual relation-
ship to the proposed structures, so as to have a minimally adverse affect on the environ-
mental and aesthetic qualities of the developed and neighboring areas. 
 

 Past Town Councils did not consider this general language on architecture adequate to 
achieve the town’s comprehensive planning goals for commercial development, and CPAC 
does not think that it will address the needs of compact development either. CPAC recommends 
that the town adopt specific residential design guidelines for compact neighborhoods to be ap-
plied to existing forms and to ones that may be considered in the future. Those design guide-
lines should address the general layout of projects and the specific elements of both public 
(streets, parks, etc.) and private (lots, homes, etc.) components of new compact neighborhoods. 
 
5. Conduct a design workshop as the first step in the process of rezoning and/or approval 

for a compact development project. 
 
 In recent years, increased emphasis has been placed on public involvement in the land 
use policy-making process. Comprehensive Plan 2000 set forth a residential master planning 
process that focused on distinct geographic areas within the town so that residents of neighbor-
hoods within those areas could effectively participate in the planning process. In carrying out 
the first project to implement the master planning recommendation, CPAC conducted intensive 
planning workshops and multiple public forums involving scores of citizens to solicit values 
and ideas to help formulate draft policies based on that public input.  
 The goal of this process was to build a consensus of opinion on appropriate and desir-
able growth management programs to be applied to future development in the central Falmouth 
study area. CPAC hoped that the positive involvement of stakeholders (e.g., landowners, resi-
dents, conservationists, developers) in an iterative process exploring common values and con-
cerns would lead to constructive compromises on policies reflecting both community concerns 
for the impacts of growth and the rights of land owners and developers to pursue lawful devel-
opment of property.  
 Based on past experiences of Falmouth and other communities, the expectation was that 
such communications and compromises would be far more successful through a proactive plan-
ning process addressing future development than the historic public process where current resi-
dents react to specific project proposals of developers. Unfortunately, a highly controversial and 
publicized development proposal for a major land tract in the center of the study area was in-
jected into the center of the master planning process, and the political volatility of that contro-
versy derailed the process. 
 Notwithstanding the difficulties imposed by the political controversy, several important 
insights were gained that apply directly and indirectly to future efforts of the town related to 
compact development. 
 First, CPAC learned that there is widespread understanding and concern about the im-
pacts of low-density, suburban development on the community at large and on specific 
neighborhood areas. There seemed to be consensus of those involved in the planning process 
that a continuation of buildout under the current zoning program would irreversibly erode the 
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town’s natural resources and character. As a result, there was a high level of openness to con-
sider alternative growth management options like conservation zoning, country estates, and 
compact development. Participants in the process were actually willing to consider increasing 
density in some parts of the study area in order to reduce development of other, more scenic or 
sensitive locations. They were also willing to put recommendations for areas to be preserved 
from major development and areas for compact growth consideration on maps for discussion 
purposes. 
 Not surprisingly, participants in the locations designated for land preservation expressed 
strong concern for the potential loss of development rights. Participants who lived in areas pro-
posed for compact neighborhoods with higher density worried that the open space and traffic 
impacts of that higher density would be significant. Understandably, participants with both per-
spectives attended public meetings with the Town Council and criticized the draft Future Land 
Use Plan (FLUP) prepared by CPAC. That  plan proposed that CPAC continue the planning 
process to the next phase of drafting possible ordinance amendments to implement the general 
planning goals of the Comprehensive Plan for residential master planning in keeping with input 
received during the specific neighborhood planning process leading up to the FLUP. 
 As a result of the public criticism, the Town Council withheld approval of the FLUP 
recommendations and directed CPAC to look at compact development on a town-wide basis 
rather than focusing exclusively on locations within the initial study area, which led to the 
preparation of this report.  
 The second important lesson learned from the first residential master planning effort 
was that for compact development to be considered as a viable growth management option in 
Falmouth, the specific and localized concerns of existing residents in areas deemed feasible 
and appropriate must be addressed in the planning process. Talking about and exploring the 
general pros and cons of compact development will not adequately alleviate the strong public 
concerns over the potential impacts of such development on their neighborhoods and homes. 
 CPAC believes that the town’s experience with commercial master planning could pro-
vide a helpful and workable process for dealing with those localized concerns. Over the past 
decade or more, CPAC has successfully conducted design workshops for the former Kmart 
Shopping Center (now Wal*mart), the larger Route 1 business district (i.e., Village Center), and 
the area around Maine Turnpike Exit 53 (West Falmouth Crossing).  Each of these design 
workshops involved stakeholders in the community and the local areas and produced master 
plans that were adopted by prior Town Councils, incorporated into the town’s ordinances, and 
constructed by private developers following the visions developed in the workshop planning 
processes.  A fourth design workshop process produced the master plan for the Tidewater 
Farm that led to current negotiations with a private developer to implement that vision through 
a specific development proposal. 
 The current forms of compact development provided for in the Zoning Ordinance 
(Village Mixed Use, Open Space Residential Districts, Retirement Community Overlay Dis-
tricts, Diverse Housing in Mixed Use Districts) contain no requirement for an iterative 
neighborhood planning process to give area residents and citizens at large an opportunity for 
input into the design process. Having such a process in place might have alleviated some of the 
public controversy over the proposed Open Space Residential District project in the Falmouth 
Corners area that is now being addressed through the town’s second master planning process. It 
could also have been applied to the most recent expansion of Oceanview, which required ex-
pansion of the Retirement Community Overlay District for that project. 
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 CPAC recommends that the Town Council adopt ordinance amendments that will re-
quire a design workshop process (similar to those conducted for commercial areas) to be done 
as the first step in the rezoning process for all forms of compact development in the current or-
dinance and for any that may be considered in the future. The results of this process would not 
be binding on the Council or the Planning Board, but it would give opportunity for developers 
and neighbors to work together to come up with specific development proposals that meet the 
needs of all affected parties. The information generated by the process would also help inform 
and speed up the decision-making process at the Town Council and Planning Board stages of 
the review process. 
 
6. Commission a study of the road network to determine carrying capacity and to iden-

tify specific limiting segments and intersections. 
 
 One of the compact development locational criteria of this report identifies major and 
secondary arterials and major collector roads as possible locations for compact development 
(see Page 15). The analysis for roads assumes that those major roadways are designed for and 
do carry large volumes of local and regional traffic and are the travel corridors most capable of 
accommodating additional traffic from compact development projects. 
 Notwithstanding the general accuracy of this assumption, there are perceived and actual 
limitations on those roadways that must be addressed as part of any consideration of a compact 
growth policy. In fact, adequately and accurately addressing the traffic impact issue may be one 
of the critical factors affecting public perceptions on the appropriateness of higher density, 
compact development as indicated in the Lincoln Institute report Visualizing Density: 
 

Opposition to density, although often cloaked in concerns about scale or form, can be 
based on other factors that affect residential quality of life. Overcoming fear of density 
requires a multi-pronged approach that addresses the potential impacts of increased 
population such as noise, traffic, school crowding, etc. 

 
 During the residential master planning process for central Falmouth, project consultants 
compared the impacts of traffic generated by conventional subdivisions with that of traffic gen-
erated by compact development on the study area as a whole. The consultants assumed that 
there would be more housing units in a compact development project, but that the trip genera-
tion rates of individual units would be less than the traffic generated by standard single-family 
housing.  
 Applying these assumptions to a build-out analysis, they were able to draw general con-
clusions about the overall net effects on traffic volumes from the different types of develop-
ment. They did not, however, analyze whether increases from either conventional or compact 
development could be safely accommodated by the road network, regardless of which one gen-
erated more net traffic. The scope of the study also did not permit any evaluations of road and 
traffic safety conditions in specific locations where compact development might be considered. 
 Although site-specific evaluation of traffic impacts can be effectively done only with 
detailed information of actual development proposals, the town could develop a base of infor-
mation on road capacities and deficiencies to help formulate compact growth policies for the 
town and to evaluate projects that may come forward under those policies. Such a study would 
look at all road segments and intersections in areas that are deemed feasible and appropriate for 
compact development projects.  
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 Traffic consultants would look at existing conditions to determine road and intersection 
capacities and to identify key limiting components of the system and/or safety problems that 
currently require improvements or will require them with increased traffic levels. They should 
factor in background traffic levels and increases occurring as a result of growth in neighboring 
towns. Near term or long range improvements planned by the town or Maine Department of 
Transportation would also affect the study results. 
 Once this baseline information were available, the town could better screen locations for 
compact growth projects and could better plan and manage the road network irrespective of the 
land use policy issues. Some communities across the country have used similar analyses to reset 
allowed zoning densities based on the road carrying capacity available or anticipated. (See Ap-
pendix 2). 
 Having good information on road conditions could also improve the town’s position in 
negotiations with developers of conventional or compact development for off-site traffic im-
provements or financial contributions to needed improvements that will be done by the town or 
state as a result of traffic growth. It should be noted, however, that traffic impact fees should be 
considered on a regional basis, as the volume generated by individual Falmouth developments, 
even higher density compact ones, will likely be a small percentage of the total traffic using the 
roads. 
 The road network data would also help the town evaluate the need for interconnections 
between existing and proposed roads as part of a larger transportation policy. The town has 
been struggling with the issue of interconnectivity, and a more comprehensive understanding of 
the road network would demonstrate the need for and implications of making connections be-
tween roads and neighborhoods to facilitate overall traffic movements in town. 
 Finally, this information could be used by the Planning Board in evaluating the impacts 
and guiding the road designs of conventional and compact development projects. 
 
7. Attach a density transfer fee to all housing units allowed over the base zoning density 

to maintain overall density neutrality. 
 
 The potential impacts of traffic from compact development and potential limitations of 
the roadway system may provide one legitimate reason to consider some type of transfer of de-
velopment rights as an integral part of any compact development policies. Although respon-
dents to the citizen surveys expressed split views on the appropriateness of pursuing a program 
of development rights transfers, CPAC considers this policy to be critical to the long-term ac-
ceptance of compact development as a component of Falmouth’s growth management program. 
 Two strong public concerns for residential growth per se are the impacts of increased 
traffic and the potential for increased costs of education from new households. If the town al-
lows higher density development in selected locations without an offsetting reduction in density 
in other areas, the likely net result will be an overall increase in total development, and the 
town’s long-range planning goals for reducing the impact of development on town resources 
and character will not be achieved. Compact development can be an effective tool in directing 
growth to the most appropriate locations in the community, but it doesn’t accomplish that goal 
if it just adds more density. 
 Transfer of development rights programs have been tested in some Maine communities 
for two decades, and they have not been effective. Traditional development transfer programs 
rely upon establishing specific “sending” and “receiving” areas, and the purchase of develop-
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ment rights in the former to obtain extra construction permits for projects in the latter. Beyond 
the political controversies associated with the transfer area designations, the real estate market 
has significant difficulty in assigning values to such transactions, and their complexity hinders 
their success. 
 Appendix 3 contains a model for a simpler system of Density Transfer Fees that could 
be added to the town’s land acquisition funding program to improve and expand the established  
practice of preserving open space and providing land for municipal parks and facilities. Limit-
ing the application of such fees to housing units in excess of base zoning would address the fair-
ness question that may be raised by developers. 
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Appendix  2 
Road Capaci ty  Analys is  
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Appendix  3 
Densi ty  Transfer  Fees 
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